Datasets are the basis of the database benchmarks. 
Introduction
Moving object database (MOD) is a special kind of spatio-temporal databases. Database benchmarks are very important to the researches on database theories and applications, and they are the vital tools for the performance evaluation and comparison of different database systems. Some benchmarks for spatial database or temporal database have been designed already, and benchmarks for MOD have also been developed recently. As a special kind of databases, the MOD and its applications are very complicated. The benchmarks of MOD relate not only to all kinds of spatio-temporal queries, but also to the spatio-temporal information expression, shape changes and collision checking of moving objects. For the latter, benchmarks of traditional databases are rarely considering.
The models of spatial, temporal, and spatio-temporal databases have been researched actively during the past 30 years, and these researches focus mainly on the description and query methods of the spatio-temporal information. XML provides a new chance to model the spatio-temporal data. Because of the self-descriptive and semi-structured characteristics, XML is more flexible and efficient for describing spatio-temporal data than relational systems. Based on the XML-based MOD model, we design the algorithms of generating moving object datasets in this paper. For the types and moving fashions of objects, we mainly consider the entities managed in the environment simulation programs and traffic simulation programs.
Related Work
As standard benchmarks are important to database researches, many database benchmarks have been developed over the past years, such as TPC series, Wisconsin, AS3AP, Hypermodel, OO1-Benchmark, OO7-Benchmark and the BUCKY benchmark etc. Compared with actual datasets, synthetic benchmarks are more typical, the data types and structures are more complicated, and the parameter settings are more flexible. Synthetic benchmarks are widely used to estimate database performance.
Benchmarks for spatial or temporal databases have also been developed during the past years. For temporal databases, reference [1] compares the representation of time attributes, and concludes that XML-based parametric temporal database is more efficient and easy for processing and expressing temporal queries. For spatial databases, SEQUOIA2000 is considered as the best known existing benchmark. Based on the benchmark, Paton presents a benchmark called VESPA [2] for vector spatial database.
Spatio-temporal databases contain both space and time information, and they are more complicated than spatial or temporal databases. Researches on Benchmarks of spatial-temporal databases are very active. Reference [3] surveys the existing generators of synthetic spatio-temporal data, and it also compares them with a few real datasets. Reference [4] designs an algorithm for the generating of spatio-temporal datasets, called "Generate Spatio-Temporal Data" (GSTD), which generates sets of moving point or rectangular data. Reference [5] studies generating semantics-based trajectories of moving objects through calling of GSTD, and the generated data is illustrated using two-dimensional snapshot pictures as well as three-dimensional trajectory images. Reference [6] introduces a WWWbased environment for generating and visualizing datasets generated by GSTD. Oporto [7] is also an algorithm for generating spatio-temporal datasets. The application of the datasets is the modeling of fishing ships. Reference [8] generates datasets considering the properties of network-based moving objects. BerlinMOD [9] uses the existing Secondo DBMS to create benchmark data, and the positions of a sample of vehicles for the data are observed for an arbitrary period of time within the street network of Berlin. In addition to datasets for database benchmarks, query workload is another important factor. Reference [10] provides a set of ten benchmark database queries for location-based services.
There are also some benchmarks for XML databases. Reference [11] outlines desiderata for a benchmark of XML databases. Some XML database benchmarks are extended from relational database benchmarks such as X007, but the majority of XML database benchmarks are developed independently. XMark [12] is a benchmark for XML data management, and it provides a framework to assess the XML database with a broad range of different query types. Reference [13] provides a more requirement-driven workload model for XML benchmark over the electronic data exchange and management in collaborative commerce. The Michigan XML benchmark attempts to capture the rich variety of data structures and distributions possible in XML, and reference [14] uses the benchmark to analyze the performance of some database systems. XBench [15] is a family of XML benchmarks which recognizes that the XML data that DBMSs manage are quite varied. ToXgene [16] is a templatebased generator for large and consistent collections of synthetic XML documents. Reference [17] describes a data generator for generating synthetic complex-structured XML data that allows for a high level of control over the characteristics of the generated data.
Based on the spatio-temporal database benchmarks (including moving object database benchmarks) and XML database benchmarks, this paper provides algorithms for XML-based moving object dataset generation. The regions' shape changes, convex region initialization and collision checking are also considered in the algorithms. These properties are especially useful for applications such as battlefield simulations and traffic simulations. The representation of moving objects in this paper refers to [18] .
Representation of moving objects
Moving regions and moving points are two typical types of moving objects. For regions, we don't consider the rotation in this paper. We only consider the simple shape changes of regions. Convex regions are also researched, and they are especially useful for algorithms of region intersection.
Moving points and moving regions
In our 2-D simulation space, a point is represented as (x, y) (Figure 1(a) ), and a region is represented as a polygon (Figure 1(b) ). A polygon consists of ordered vertexes. Figure 1 
XML-based representation of moving objects
When expressing the actions of a moving object, the XML document is very flexible. We can even use different data structures or different equations for a moving object's trajectory at different time in the same XML document. For example, the trajectory can be seemed as line segments sometimes, and it can also be represented as quadratic equations at other time intervals. Figure 3 gives the XML-based data model of moving objects in this paper.
<MPoint ID="Entity-Identifier" s="Point-StartTime " e="Point-EndTime"> <MemberuPoints> <MemberuPoint> <uPoint s="UnitPoint-StartTime" e="UnitPoint-EndTime"> <Point0> <x>X</x> <y>Y</y> </Point0> <Point1> <x>X</x> <y>Y</y> </Point1> </uPoint> </MemberuPoint> ...... </MemberuPoints> </MPoint> <MRegion ID="Entity-Identifier" s="Region-StartTime" e="Region-EndTime"> <OuterMemberCycle> <MemberuPoints s="UnitPoints-StartTime" e="UnitPoints-EndTime" add="VertexNumberToAdd" delete="VertexNumberToDelete" > <MemberuPoint> <Point1> <x>X</x> <y>Y</y> The <MRegion> contains all the information of a moving region. The meaning of attributes "ID", "s" and "e" are same as that of the point model. If the region contains holes, <InnerMemberCycle> can be added as the child element of <MRegion>. <MemberuPoints> divides the trajectory of a moving region into some segments, and the value of attribute "s" of <MemberuPoints> gives the key regions' time. The value of attribute "e" is equal to the value of attribute "s" of the next <MemberuPoints>. The value of attribute "add" or "delete" determines a vertex to be added to or deleted from the region's polygon at time determined by the attribute "s". In this paper, only one vertex can be added or deleted at the same time, and if no vertex changes, the value of attribute "add" or "delete" equals -1. Simple changes of the regions' shape can be represented using this method. <MemberuPoint> contains an edge of the region, and <Point1> and <Point2> are start point and end point of the edge respectively. All <MemberuPoint>'s <Point1> of <MemberuPoints> in sequence constitute a region at certain time.
Dataset generation for moving objects
Three types of datasets are generated in this section. They are moving point dataset, moving region dataset and the mixed dataset of moving points and moving regions. We don't consider object collisions during the initializing and moving process in this section. For moving regions, we only take the simple shape changes into account, neglecting the objects' rotation. We use uniform distribution for all stochastic variables needed while generating datasets in this paper, and it's easy to extend to other kinds of statistical distributions.
The parameters used in the dataset generation algorithms are as follows:
 NumberObject corresponds to the number of moving objects.  NumberSnapshot corresponds to the simulation time of dataset generation.  MovingOrientation corresponds to the moving direction of a moving object.  MeanInterval corresponds to the average interval between two neighbor key frames for a moving object's trajectory.
 MaxDistance corresponds to the maximum distance at x axis or y axis. The distance values are distributed uniformly over interval (-MaxDistance, MaxDistance). Followings are some auxiliary variables used in the algorithm: [2] is an array storing the center of the moving objects. For a moving point, the center is the position of it. For a moving region, the center is the center of its minimum boundary rectangle (MBR  ΔCenterX and ΔCenterY corresponds to the distance a moving object moving during certain time interval at x axis and y axis respectively.
 Time corresponds to the simulation clock in the process.
Moving points
We classify the object actions according to their moving directions as follows: positive X-axis (ΔCenterX∈(0, MaxDistance) and ΔCenterY=0), stochastic X-axis (ΔCenterX∈(-MaxDistance, MaxDistance) and ΔCenterY=0), positive Y-axis (ΔCenterX=0 and ΔCenterY∈(0, MaxDistance)), stochastic Y-axis (ΔCenterX=0 and ΔCenterY∈(-MaxDistance, MaxDistance)), stochastically positive (ΔCenterX∈(0, MaxDistance) and ΔCenterY∈(0, MaxDistance)), stochastically random (ΔCenterX∈(-MaxDistance, MaxDistance) and ΔCenterY∈(-MaxDistance, MaxDistance)). The following is the algorithm for generating moving points. 
Moving regions
Simulation of moving regions is much more complicated than that of moving points, especially for shape changes. The determination of moving direction is same as that of moving points. We introduce some additional variables first:
 MaxVertexNumber corresponds to the maximum vertex number of a moving region (MaxVertexNumber>=3). Figure 4 shows the principle of vertex generation. We give each vertex a number from 1 to n. First, we produce reference lines for each vertex of a region. The center of a region is the origin of the auxiliary coordinate system, and the reference lines are real lines starting from the origin. The angle for i'th reference line to the x axis is determined by the following formula: (i-1) *360/n. For an example, the first reference line is x axis from origin to the right, and the second reference line from the origin has the angle 360/n degree to the x axis. Second, we determine the angle between lines from origin to each vertex of the region and x axis as following: generate a value of Angle at interval (-DeltaAngle, DeltaAngle) satisfying uniform distribution, so the exact angle for i'th vertex can be calculated by formula (i-1)*360/n+Angle. Finally, the distance from origin to every vertex is calculated as follows: use uniform distribution at certain interval determined by EntityMaxLength. 
Moving points and moving regions
When generating mixed dataset for moving points and moving regions, we should determine the fraction of points and regions firstly. The generation algorithm of points and regions are same as the algorithms designed in section 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. We also introduce some additional variables:
 PointProbability corresponds to percentage of the number of points to the number of total objects.
So the percentage of the number of regions is 1-PointsProbability. (2) For each object, simulates its actions as steps in section 4.1(2) or 4.2(3).
Complicated regions
The regions may rotate when moving, or even change their shapes. Objects may collide with each other in the workspace, or collide with obstruction. Collision checking is very complicated for regions, but it is much easier for a special kind of regions, convex polygons. For an example, the time complexity of intersection algorithm for a line with a convex polygon is much lower than that of a line with other kinds of polygons. We discuss the algorithm of simulating a kind of simple shape change in this section first. Then the generation algorithm of convex regions will be designed. In the next section, collision checking for moving objects with each other, or for moving objects with obstructions will be researched in details.
Simple shape changes of regions
In the XML document for regions, the numbers of <MemberuPoint> contained in two neighbor <MemberuPoints> may change, and that means a vertex may be added to or deleted from the moving region. So the region changes its shape. The attribute of "add" or "delete" of the latter <MemberuPoints> determines which vertex will be added or deleted. The probability of vertex addition and deletion is low in our experiment (about 10% of all <MemberuPoints>). And we also assume that at most one vertex will be added or deleted for each <MemberuPoints> at the same time.
We assume that the length and width of the workspace are [1, 1000] , and figure 5 shows an example that a vertex be added to or be deleted from the <MemberuPoints>. At time 65, a vertex is added to a region, and the order of the vertex added is 0 (add="0"). At time 87, a vertex which number is 1 (delete="1") in the former <MemberuPoints> is deleted. The order of the vertex to be added or deleted is generated stochastically. The value of X and Y for the added vertex are determined by its neighbor vertexes. In this example, the position of the region at interval (57, 65) or (83, 87) will be calculated by the interpolation method showed in figure 5 . The number of vertexes for a region is the same as the child element number of <MemberuPoints> which has more vertexes. When adding a vertex, the vertex number between two <MemberuPoints> are determined by the latter <MemberuPoints>, and when deleting a vertex, the vertex number between two <MemberuPoints> are determined by the former <MemberuPoints>. 
Convex regions
Convex regions have the following properties: while traversing the edges of a region clockwise or anti-clockwise, every time from one edge to the next edge there is a turn. If all turns are to the left or to the right in the same way, the region is a convex region. We use cross product to determine whether a region is convex or not. See Figure 6 . ABCDE is a convex region, and its five edge vectors are AB , BC , CD , DE and EA . If the direction of result vector for the cross product of two neighbor vectors is same, the region is convex. In the example, the region is in XOY plane, so the direction of all result vectors is same as positive or negative Z-axis. We calculate the cross product for neighbor edges' vector in anti-clockwise turn in figure 6 , and the direction of result vectors is same as the positive Zaxis. For an example, AB is (x 1 -x 0 , y 1 -y 0 , 0), BC is (x 2 -x 1 , y 2 -y 1 , 0), so The following is the algorithm for generating convex regions. Parameters can refer to section 4.2. Procedure:
ConvexRegionsInitialization(NumberObject, MaxVertexNumber, DeltaAngle, EntityMaxLength)
(1) Generate initial position (X, Y) of all centers of moving regions using uniform distribution at interval [0, 1] . (X, Y) are stored in array ObjectCenter. Generate the vertex number of all regions using uniform distribution at interval [3, MaxVertexNumber) , and store them to the array RegionVertexNumber.
(2) For each region, perform the following steps until find a convex region: (a) According to parameter MaxVertexNumber, DeltaAngle and EntityMaxLength, generate the first two vertexes P 0 (x 0 , y 0 ) and P 1 (x 1 , y 1 ) using the algorithm designed in section 4.2.
(b) Generate the i'th vertex P i (
, then i+1. Otherwise, perform this step iteratively until the former formula being satisfied. When i=n, go step (c).
(c) Calculate
. If their result vectors' direction is same with that of other vectors, a convex region is found. Otherwise, the region is not a convex region, and go step (a) to find a convex region continually.
Obstruction generation and collision checking
We provide the function of obstruction parameter setting in the workspace, and obstructions are regions. The algorithm of obstruction generation is same as that of moving regions, and we can also assume that obstruction regions are convex. In this section we will consider two types of collisions. They are moving objects colliding with each other and moving objects colliding with obstructions.
We will be faced with two problems when considering collisions. First, how to determine the collision happens or not. Second, if collision happens, how to adjust the objects' position. The former is more complicated, so we use a simplified method. We use regions' MBR to judge the intersection with other objects. After introducing obstructions, three types of collision must be considered: they are point to point, point to region, and region to region. Figure 7 shows the three collision types.
Figure 7. Three Types of Object Collisions
The algorithm designed in this section produces both moving points and moving regions, and at the same time some obstructions can be included in the workspace. The obstructions are fixed all the time. Some additional variables are introduced as follows, and others refer to section 4.
 NumberObstruction corresponds to the total number of obstructions.  MaxObstructionVertexNumber corresponds to the maximum vertex number of an obstruction region (MaxObstructionVertexNumber >=3).
is an array storing the vertexes of obstruction regions. The dataset generation algorithm considering obstructions and collision checking is as follows. Procedure:
CollisionCheckingMovingObjectsGeneration(NumberObject, PointProbability, NumberSnapshot, MovingOrientation, MeanInterval, MaxDistance, MaxVertexNumber, RegionType, DeltaAngle, EntityMaxLength)
(1) For each obstruction, generate a region using region generation method designed in section 4.2. For i'th obstruction, perform collision checking with all the former i-1 obstruction. If no collision happens, obstruction is generated successfully. Otherwise, the i'th obstruction must be generated again.
(2) For each moving object, perform the operation as follows (i is the sequence number of moving objects): 
Experiments
According to the moving object types, the properties of regions and the shape changes of regions, we provide algorithms to generate 6 types of datasets. For each dataset, the objects can move stochastically. We also implement two typical types of queries, and they are snapshot query and trajectory query. The architecture of algorithm in our experiment is showed as Figure 8 . We will present some example results in this section. "PointSetGenerate" produces a dataset containing moving points only. Figure 9 shows an example of the results. 20 moving points are generated in the workspace. Figure 9 shows the snapshot at start time and the trajectory of point 1 from time 0 to 100. Figure 10 shows an example of the results. 20 moving regions are generated in the workspace. The figure shows the snapshot at start time and the trajectory of region 1 from time 0 to 100. In the example, some regions are overlapped, and it must be avoided for some applications. In figure (b) , the green region is the start position for the trajectory, and the red region is the end position for the trajectory. The blue dashed line is the trajectory for the center of the moving region's MBR. Figure 11 shows an example of the results. 20 moving convex regions are generated in the workspace. "Obstructions&CollisionChecking" produces a dataset containing moving points, moving regions and fixed obstructions. All these objects can not collide with each other during the process of simulation. Figure 12 shows an example of the results. 20 moving points or moving regions and 2 obstructions (black regions) are generated in the workspace. The figure is a snapshot for moving objects and fixed obstructions at start time. 
Conclusions and Future Work
We design the dataset generation algorithms for XML-based MOD in this paper. Parameters are provided to satisfy the user's requirements for the datasets. For the moving regions in the datasets, we design an algorithm to initialize regions, and provide the functions of convex region initialization and simply shape changes. We also consider the collision checking in our paper, and the functions include moving objects colliding with each other and moving objects colliding with the obstructions. All information for the moving objects is stored in our XML-based MOD model. The characteristics of the datasets are suited to such applications as battle field simulations and traffic simulations. The ideas in this paper will also be useful for some applications based on mobile phones, such as the semantic search system using mobile phones and filtering through personalized preferences designed in reference [19] .
XML database is very flexible and efficient for expressing space and time information. For the complicated location-based queries, XML-based MOD is also very useful. We will continue to discuss the query and workload problems of the benchmark recently. We will also consider feedback technology researched in reference [20] when designing query algorithm. Furthermore, we will use the datasets to study spatio-temporal XML indexes and different representation methods for location and trajectory information of the moving objects.
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